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highest class and when they get too old for that they teach the maiko,
if they are good at instruments or singing."
"How do you get the little girls-*'
"Poor parents bring their little one to be trained in this calling* But
often the charge turns out to be hopeless, and then we put her into
the kitchen or at other menial tasks. I have one girl now. She is very
tender-hearted and obedient, but she has neither musical talent nor a
pleasing appearance—"
"Huh, the girl running around with the broom, the button-nose
one?"
"Ho, ho, yes, Prince;*
"So geisha must be pretty?"
"Well, yes, now; but in the past when they were introduced as a
branch of the Yoshiwara prostitutes, the brothel operators barred pretty
girls from entering the geisha profession, because they were afraid they
might outshine and perhaps snatch away the courtesans* guests. Since
the brothels and the teahouses became independent of each other, the
competition is very keen, and if a geisha has natural beauty and talents,
she will become a star. There is a girl in my—*'
"That takes a long time, I suppose?*'
"It differs according to the individual. We keep her as a maiko until
she is ten or twelve. Then she is an oshsku for two or rhree years. Then
with great ceremony we introduce her as 3 full-Hedged geisha* But you
sec, Qkuge-smW) these days we get girls from another class. The
young daughters of the poor and defeated mmtni come to us. They
are usually well-mannered, besides knowing the principles of music,
singing, dancing and the like, so that it takes only a short time for them
to learn our ways.- As I was going to say, in my house there is a young
girl named Okiku, who is of sxmurai origin. Everybody expects her to
be the most popular geisha in Tokyo. She is prcttyf too."
"Do they make money any other way?" He grinned self-consciously,
"They are not supposed to, but most of them do, selling their
charms," She smiled too, and added: "See, Prince, in former days, when
times were good in the geisha occupation, everything was controlled
under the co-operative system through registry houses called the
kctnban> where the maiko used to be trained, too* They regulated the
geisha wearing apparel, individual conduct in the presence of guest*
and in off-duty hours, and the handling of her earnings, For instance,
she could not wear tabi on her feet, no matter how cold it was, and she
was not allowed to wear any but a cheap* plain kimono. She could not

